Introduction
Natural language processing (NLP) is the areaofartificial intelligence (AI) concerned with the automatic generation and understanding ofhuman languages. Theoretical issues inNLP are commonly divided into three areas: .
• Syntax, the study ofsentence structure • Semantics, the study ofcontext-independent meaning • Pragmatics, or discourse, the study ofcontext-dependent meaning.
Students ofsyntax study how the sentences ofa language can be composed from smaller units-words and phrases-and how the constraints onthis process can be expressed and represented. From a practical point ofview understanding the constraints speakers of English (for example) must obey when generating a sentence such as Researchers in natural language processing (NLP) apply computational techniques to the understanding and generation of human language. Currently, we are focusing on the development of grammatical formalisms and parsing algorithms, appropriate semantic representations for word and sentence meaning, and ways of specifying more elusive meanings that depend on knowledge of the context of utterance. Applications of natural language research include interfaces to expert systems and database query systems, machine translation, text generation, story understanding, and computer-aided instruction. In this paper, we introduce NLP research in general and describe three NLP projects under way at AT&T Bell Laboratories in Murray Hill, New Jersey. The cat ison the mat.
Julia Hirschberg and
allows us to build systems that will not generate Is cat the mat on. (1) and will notconsider such possibilities when attempting to recognize English input.
Students of semantics study how to associate meanings with these structures, mapping between words and phrases and the realworld or models ofit. This allows us to interpret sentences or to generate them by specifying the conditions under which they are true (i.e., their truth conditions).
Students of pragmatics/discourse examine how to interpret sentences in the larger-discourse context ofwho speaker and hearerare, what beliefs they believe each otherto hold, what has already beensaid, and the surroundings in which theirexchange occurs.
Syntax. Work inNLP syntax has focused onthe construction ofgrammars and the specification ofparsing algorithms. Grammars are specifications ofwhat constitutes a legal string ofa language. A simple phrase structure grammar for the subsetofEnglish thatgenerates the cat ison the mat is shown in Figure 1 . A phrase structure grammar is a set ofrewrite rules ofthe form A~B inwhich a nonterminal A is rewritten to a terminal or another nonterminal B. (Nonterminals generally correspond to phrases; terminals to words.)
With such a grammar (G), a parsing algorithm can determine whether a string ofinput is accepted by G (i.e., whether that string constitutes a legal sentence ofthe language for which G is a grammar). In the grammar above, the cat is on the mat and the mat is on the cat are accepted by the grammar, although on the mat is the cat is not. The language accepted bythisgrammar represents only a tiny fragment ofEnglish. Most parsers also assign From a theoretical point ofview, grammars and parsing strategies are ofinterest insofar as they reflect aspects ofhuman linguistic abilities. Animportant debate concerns whether or notparsing (inhumans) is deterministic (i.e., whether it can avoid such dead ends for legal input, or whether the parsercan "backtrack" to anearlier stage in the parse when it has taken a dead-end search path). The section on"Deterministic Parsing and the Lexicon" discusses this question as well as the relationship between grammar and the lexicon.
The formal properties ofgrammars and the complexity ofparsing algorithms are also ofmathematical interest. The coverage ofgrammars (how much ofthe language they actually handle) and the efficiency ofparsers is ofpractical concern to designers ofreal NLP systems.
Semantics. Work in semantics has focused onbroad questions such as: • What type ofrepresentation is best suited to natural language? • How dowe associate the components ofa given representation with real-world counterparts-or some model ofthese?
The content and structure ofa lexicon or dictionaryis related to the construction ofthe grammars they access. The study ofword meanings, how they are related to one another, and the bases for lexical choice is the subjectof lexical semantics.
For example, a lexicon should be able to capture the fact that kill and assassinate describe similar actions but are notinterchangeable. Alexicon should also be able to represent the relationship between compounds such as pet owner or polo player and theirsubparts, so thatnot every acceptable variation receives a separate lexical entry but compounds such as pet player and polo owner will be disallowed.
Semantic 4 Presuppositions are aspects ofutterance meaning that a speaker seemsto assume to be true by making the utterance rather than asserting such to be the case. For example, a speaker who utters might be said to presuppose the existence ofa king of France. Hearers appear to treat cases of"presupposition failure" (e.g., the nonexistence ofa king ofFrance) differently from cases offalse assertioii Ie.g., the existence of hair onthe king ofFrance's head).
Conversational implicatures are another type of non-truth-functional meaning, suchas that which can be conveyed bythe following: Example (5) may convey that, as far as the speaker knows, it's notthe casethat all birds fly. However, if we laterlearn thatindeed all birds fly and the speaker knew this, we will notsay that the speaker has lied. Sowe will notwant to make not all birds fly part ofthe context-independent meaning ofsome birds fly.
Indirect speech actsform yet another type ofcontext-dependent meaning. Utterances such as Example (6): may convey eitherthe direct yes-no question, or a request thata hearer perform some action. (Inthis case, "sitting up.") Imagine a hospital patient being asked this question by (a) a visitor inquiring about the patient's progress, or (b) a doctor wanting to proceed with an examination. Each ofthesetypes ofpragmatic meaning has been the subject ofinvestigation innatural language and has been incorporated into natural language question-answering systems. 5.6 More general studies ofdiscourse or text generation and understanding have focused onidentifying discourse structures, scripts," schemas," or rhetorical relations.r> While some ofthese proposals have permitted text generation inwell-defined domains, ability to generalize from domain to domain, dependence onvastamounts ofencoded "world knowledge," and difficulties inspecifying justwhat an "elaboration schema" is and how it can be recognized or inferred have plagued all such work.
Recent work byGrosz and Sidner' proposes that discourses have three structures, linguistic, attentional, and intentional. The attentional structure is the structure ofwhat speaker and hearer are attending to during the discourse; it includes the topic structure ofthe discourse as well as the information structure items mentioned inthe discourse whether these items represent"new" or "old" information.
The intentional structure is the structure ofwhat speakers intend to accomplish during the discourse. We can infer both structures, at least partly, from the linguistic structure (the sentences speakers utter). Work byHirschberg, Pierrehumbert, Litman, and Ward ll ,12.13 has proposed some ways intonational features ofthese utterances can communicate both attentional and intentional structure. (Also, see section on"Intonation and Discourse Structure" below.) Natural Language Systems. Although NLP systems span a wide variety ofapplications, the most successful to date have been natural language interfaces to databases.
Thenumber, function, and interaction ofthevarious components ofanNL system areimportant theoretical aswell aspractical issues. How thesyntactic component interacts with thesemantic and pragmatic components is particularly important insystems employing deterministic parsers. Proposals for novel system architectures, such as those ofconnectionist parsers, may also make implicit or explicit claims about thearchitecture ofhuman linguistic processing. Incorporating knowledge ofpragmatics and discourse into more cooperative and userfriendly NL systems means thattheoreticians aswell as system architects must beable tospecify how all theinformation required from contextistobeamassed and brought tobear.
Although comparing NL systems is sometimes dif-
Can you situp?
Some birds fly.
The king ofFrance is bald.
ficult, evaluation tends to center onissues of modularity, domain-independence, machine portability, extensibility, robustness, and grace ofdegradation. A system's modularity reflects the extent to which its various components are intelligently partitioned, so that any given module sees all and only the input it needs. A system's domain independence reflects its specialization fora particular application.
Both of these are important to a system's transportability from one application domain to another. A system that handles quite sophisticated interactions in a very specialized domain may be almost impossible-to adapt to another application ifthe assumptions this interaction rests onmust be thought out anew foreach application. How much of transporting can be automated and how much must be done byhand is another measure of transportability. In particular, how much ofthe lexicon of the new application canbe inferred bythe system during preliminary interaction with a system administrator or user is an important factor. And portability from machine to machine as well as domain to domain is also a transportability concern. System performance may be measured by how well the grammar extends to new syntactic constructions and the system's ability to handle unforeseen or illformed input. Some of these issues are discussed laterin the section onTELl, a transportable NL interface.
Deterministic Parsing and the Lexicon
Sentence parsing has two goals. First, a parseris used to discover, in a spoken or written text, meaningful groups of words and their organization, following the grammatical constraints ofthe language. Second, a parser must provide the units and identify the domains ofother processes (i. e., processes suchas those that find the predicate-argument structure or the noun-phrase referent ofa text). Together, these two parserfunctions help to limit sentence ambiguity so that the particular meaning ofan utterance can be recovered from the vast meaning potential ofthe language.
Parsing is a process; it concerns the incremental production of the syntactic description oftexts. Thereare two opposing ways to view thisprocess. It can be viewed as a series ofchoices provided bythe grammar thatresult ina minimal set ofalternatives. Or, it can be seen as refining a description, true at each step, to arrive at a useful syntactic description ofa sentence. The distinction between these two views is simply whether, inthe course ofparsing a sentence, alternatives are represented explicitly.
In this section, we describe a research program and present some evidence that parsing should be viewed as a process ofincremental description, inwhich alternatives are never explicitly represented. This approach is known as deterministic parsing. 14 Ambiguity and Overlapping Subsystems. Natural language is particularly blessed with ambiguity. Many words in English appear as different parts ofspeech depending on context. This is true even ofthe most common words, such as to, which can be a preposition or the auxiliary ofan infinitival verb. And even with a single part ofspeech, many words have multiple meanings. Ambiguity arises from many sources when words are combined ina sentence according to the grammatical rules ofthe language. Structural ambiguity (the ambiguity that arises from syntax) alone can be staggering. Aten-word sentence typically has several distinct structural analyses, and can have more than one hundred. 15 • Several distinct modules oflinguistic knowledge (the phrase structure, predicate-argument structure, nounphrase reference, and informational structure) contribute to the resolution ofambiguity. No single component has responsibility for resolving all ambiguity. Current research focuses ondeveloping parsers inwhich each component will saywhat it can and nomore. Each one ofthese subsystems, (a) phrase structure, (b) predicate-argument structure, (c) reference, and (d) informational structure, hasits own organizational principles and makes its own contributions to the description ofa sentence.
Look again at the example:
The cat ison the mat.
It is possible to construct an analogous sentence that has the same basic constituents butdifferent lexical material.
For example,
My favorite show is on the first Monday ofthe month. (7) is another sentence with the structure:
Noun Phrase -~rb -Preposition -Noun Phrase
This sentence means roughly tile same as (8) and (9):
The first Monday ofthe month, my favorite show ison. (8) My favorite show ison, the first Monday ofthe month. (9) The structural difference between (1) and (7) is thatin (7), the final noun phrase, the first Monday ofthe month, is not an object ofthe preposition. Rather it is a time modifier of the entire sentence. And the word on is part ofan elliptical prepositional phrase that here means something like on television.
The problem here is clear. The grammar deals with the organization ofphrases and theirtypes, butnot with theirmeaning and reference. But the structural analysis we find for (1) and (7) depends onthe meaning and reference ofthe noun-phrase constituents. How can we capture this fact without explicitly representing the ambiguity?
The solution has two aspects. First, we decompose the notion ofattachment into a phrase-structure component and a predicate-argument component. In phrase structure, attachment, or domination, is interpreted to mean "is somewhere in the phrase." Thus, we can say that the sentence dominates the final noun phrase inboth (1) and (7) . This is consistent with the prepositional phrase dominating the noun phrase in (1). In predicate-argument structure, attachment means "isan argument of" or "is an immediate constituent of." Both these components must be involved in describing the struc- ture ofa sentence.
In Example (1), the syntax can find a prepositional phrase on and a noun phrase following it. Yet it can remain agnostic about whether the noun phrase is the complement of on. The phrase structure analyzer only says what it can be certain of. Essentially, this representational shift succeeds in delaying the decision about the structure by encoding the ambiguity without explicitly representing it.
Thus, the phrase-structure analyses ofboth (1) and (7) are the same: the phrase-structure analyzer can only say that there is a prepositional phrase on thatis dominated bythe sentence and thatfollowing that prepositional phrase there is a noun phrase thatis dominated by the sentence. The predicate-argument component has to determine whether the noun phrase is an argument ofthe preposition. It does this onthe basis ofhaving established the referent ofthe noun phrase, and having looked at the contiguity ofthe phrases (among otherconsiderations). (See Figure 3 .)
The idea oftreating parsing as description and using domination as a special predicate has wide application. It solves longstanding problems inparsing, including prepositional phrase attachment and conjunction ofphrases with and. It has beenapplied successfully toJapanese as well as English. 16.17 In the future, this approach will be systematically applied to othercomponents in the parsing process, in orderto identify, for each component, the proper predicates and domains.
The Lexicon andthe Grammar. Much ofthe structure ofnatural language has never beenexplicitly described, a rather surprising fact considering that every speaker knows implicitly all the necessary information. This means that finding an architecture for a parsing system is intertwined with the task offinding exactly what information is to be represented. The problem ofundescribed linguistic knowledge is particularly striking with respect to the lexicon and its relation to grammar. The lexicon is a vaststorehouse of information about the behavior ofindividual words, butit also contains information about special combinations of words (idiomatic expressions). Consider the examples shown inTable I. Thefirst four examples are expressions inwhich all ofthe elements are fixed. The lasttwo are partially fixed but also contain variables. All these idiomatic phrases conform to the basic phrase-structure rules ofEnglish. And all retain, intheir idiomatic sense, some ofthe basic meanings ofthe constituentwords. Thus, idiomatic expressions consist ofwords puttogether according to the phrase-structure rules, but additionally endowed with unique features ofmeaning.
This list of idiomatic expressions could be extended to the tens of thousands. (Estimating the size of the set is difficult, in part at least, because the definition of idiom is not clear.) A dictionary such as the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary ofCurrent English 18 with its 50, 000 headwords advertises that it includes 11,000 idiomatic expressions. What is so striking about this is that every speaker of English will instantly recognize most of these. Thus, idiomatic expressions represent a vast database of linguistic knowledge, which seems to fit somewhere in between our knowledge of individual words and our knowledge of general phrase-structure rules.
Obviously, knowledge ofidiomatic expressions is useful inspeaking idiomatic English, but do we really need to know these to process English ingeneral? For at least two reasons, the answer is yes. First, inidiomatic expressions, the meaning is only partially predictable from the parts; general principles can only do part ofthe job. To find the meaning ofan idiomatic expression, it is necessary to know thatidiom.
More surprisingly, it turns out thatknowledge of these idiomatic expressions is needed in order to decide correctly parts ofspeech, a crucial step inparsing a sentence. Consider one example, the class ofidiomatic expressions consisting ofa verb with an infinitive phrase, as inHe had to go. Examples include have to, want to, expect to, and so on. The grammar in general allows the to to be eithera preposition or a infinitival auxiliary; when the to precedes a word that could be a verb, about 5 percent of the instances are prepositional. But, when the to precedes a word that could be a verb and follows one ofthese verbs thatis in anidiomatic expression, the to is always anauxiliary. All 2,654 instances ofthis construction (i. e., idiomatic verb followed byto) in the Brown Corpus» ( 14 because the idiomatic expression have to misleads the reader into thinking that the to is an auxiliary.
How can a parseracquire the large number of idiomatic expressions in a language? We have begun to use existing dictionaries, and indeed theseare a rich, largely untapped, source. Nevertheless, existing dictionaries are far from adequate. In addition to the inevitable errors that creep into any dictionary, a more serious problem is omission ofinformation and aninconsistent level ofdetail. Ultimately, lexical information, including the idioms and fixed phrases that are crucial to syntactic parsing, will have to be acquired automatically. If thisis to be successful, we will have to simulate, inpart at least, the process that every speaker goes through in learning a language. In this we will make some progress toward answering the general question ofhow it is that every child acquires the ability to use natural language ina relatively shorttime and with no formal instruction.
Intonation and Discourse Structure
Recognizing and communicating the topic structure ofa discourse has long been important in natural language processing. Speakers may generate the same set ofsentences butrelate them to one another differently, producing quite different messages. How this structural information is conveyed is animportant research question.
In this section, we will discuss recent research on the use ofintonation to communicate discourse structure. First, however, we will describe the intonational features being examined in terms ofthe theory ofEnglish intonation assumed in thisresearch. Dimensions of Intonational Variation. In Pierrehumbert's theory ofEnglish intonation," intonational contours are described as sequences of low (L ) and high (H) tones inthe fO (fundamental frequency) contour. Awell-formed intermediate phrase consists ofone or more pitch accents (indicated below by "*"), which fall on the stressedsyllable ofsome words, marking items-as intonationally prominent, plus anH or L tone, which characterizes the phrase accent. 
Bill doesn't drink because he's unhappy.
(These and subsequent intonational contours were synthesized using the Bell Laboratories Text-to-Speech System.)"
Intermediate and intonational phrases can be identified from pitch contours by pauses and lengthening of the final syllable in the phrase, as well as the phrase accent and boundary tone. Variation inphrasing is illustrated by comparing Figure 4 (a single phrase) with Figure 6 (two phrases). Phrasing a sentence differently results in differences inmeaning. For example, producing Bill doesn't drink because he's unhappy as a single phrase conveys that Bill drinks-but for some otherreason. Astwo phrases, it conveys thatBill doesn't drink at all.
Thereare six types ofpitch accent inEnglish," (two simple tones, H* and L*, and four complex ones).
The high tone, the most frequently usedaccent, comes out as a peak onthe accented syllable (as onBill inFigure 4). L* accents occur much lower in the pitch range than H* and are phonetically realized as local fO minima. The other English accents are composed oftwo tones. For example, Figure 7 shows a version ofthe sentence with anL*+H accent substituted for the H* accent onBill. This "scooped" pitch accent is often usedto convey uncertainty orincredulity. Figure 7 might convey something like
Maybe Bill doesn't drink because he's unhappy-but X does
or, alternatively,
What do you mean 'Bill doesn't drink because he's unhappy'-ofcourse he does!
depending upon the pitch range usedand the speaking rate. Different accent types in general convey different meanings, as do different phrase accents and boundary tones. Together, these produce the more general meanings associated with different intonational contours.
Intonational meaning is also conveyed by variation in overall pitch range and final lowering. When a speaker's voice is raised, the speaker's pitch range (the distance between the highest point inthe fO contour and the baseline, the lowest point a speaker realizes overall utterances) is expanded. Thus, the highest points in the contour become higher and otheraspects are affected proportionally. In both cases, the shape ofthe actual contour is the same, butits scaling is different.
Contrast Figure 4 , for example, with Figure 8 . 
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Thelatter depicts the same sentence utteredin a larger pitch range. Variation in pitch range can convey amount of speaker involvement in an utterance as well as the topic structure ofa discourse, as discussed below. Another, more local, typeofpitch range variation, called/inallowering, also contributes to the communication oftopic structure. Pitch range in declaratives may be lowered and compressed inanticipation ofthe end of the utterance. This final lowering begins about half a second before the end and gradually increases, reaching its greatest strength right at the end ofthe utterance. Contrast Figure 4 (final lowering applied) with Figure 9 (no final lowering applied). While the difference between these two figures may appear visually slight, it is auditorially quite clear. Final lowering appears to reflect the degree to which an utterance is meant to conclude a segment ofthe discourse; the more final lowering, the more the sense that an utterance "completes" a topic.
PitchRange andTopic Structure. While it has long beenaccepted thatintonation plays an important role in conveying topic structure, it hasnotbeenclear just what this role might be. Recent work bySilverman" and by Hirschberg and Pierrehumbert11 indicate thatvariation in pitch range and /inallowering conveys discourse structure by marking topic shift and subtopic embedding.
Variation ofpitch range and final lowering to con-
vey topic structure has been implemented in an intonation assignment component forDirection Assistance; a system that generates synthetic spoken directions forroutes in Cambridge, Massachusetts." (SeeFigure 10.) Direction Assistance was originally developed at Thinking Machines, Inc. The intonation assignment algorithm wasdesigned and implemented at Bell Laboratories during the summer of1987. Given a starting point and a destination, Direction Assistance finds the "best"route between the two, using heuristics suchas avoid left turns from two-way streets.
From this route, the program next constructs a directions text, which is then input to a speechsynthesizer. The experimental version currently under development uses the Bell Laboratories Text-to-Speech System." During the construction ofthis text, the intonational assignment component contributes escape sequences that control intonational variation in the generated speech. The sample text shown in Panel 1 has been generated bythe system. Escape sequences are simplified for readability as follows:
• T indicates the topline of the currentintonational phrase The topic structureofthe text is indicated by indentation.
Note that pitch range, final lowering, and pauses between phrases are manipulated to enforce the desired topic structureof the text. Pitchrange is decreased to reflect the beginning of a subtopic; phrases that continue a topic retainthe pitch range ofthe preceding phrase. Final lowering is increased to mark the end oftopics. For example, the large amount offinal lowering produced on the last phrase conveys the end ofthe discourse, while lesser amounts oflowering within the text enhance the sense of connection between its parts. Pauses between clauses are also manipulated so that lesser amounts of silence separate pieces oftext that are intended to be semantically more related to one another. For example, the segment beginning with You I 11 come to a rotary is separated from the previous discourse by a pause of60 centiseconds, butphrases within this segment describing the procedure to follow once in the rotary are separated by pauses of only 40 centiseconds. :
Topic structurein Direction Assistance is derived from the structure ofthe directions themselves, and thus reflects the designers' beliefs about what that structure should be. However, once the route has been constructed, Direction Assistance "knows" the structure it is to convey, and it is a straightforward task to manipulate pitch range, final lowering, and pausal duration to thisend. Systems such as this, which generate speech from abstract representations, thus have a considerable advantage over simple text-to-speech systems. Direction Assistance's intonational component also manipulates accent placement and accent type so that, in general, items already mentioned or otherwise made familiar by preceding discourse are not accented, while "new" items are accented. Accent types are selected according to our current understanding of the meaning that each type contributes to the overall interpretation of the utterance. As our knowledge of intonational meaning increases, we are then able to make modifications to the intonational component.
TEll: A Transportable English-Language Interface
The Iransiortable English-Language Interface (TELI)24 has been designed to answer English questions about information storedin computerized dataretrieval systems. TELl is transportable from oneapplication to another; it is also transportable in its ability to adapt to different types ofretrieval systems. This contrasts with most natural language question-answering systems, which require that data to be queried be stored as a relational database. TELlis an extension ofwork done onthe LDC (Layered Domain Class) system at Duke University from 1981 through 1984.
25
TELlis designed to allow a user to askabout any information known to the system and, more importantly, to add or modify information about any new words contained ina particular input. 26 Thus, whenever TELlencounters anunknown word or phrase inan input, it invites the user to specify its part ofspeech (e.g. "new" is anadjective) and thendefine its semantics (e~. a "new" person is one hired within the past year). Avariety ofcustomization facilities are available for this purpose.
The semantic sophistication ofTELlis such that: (a) definitions ofwords and phrases may be arbitrarily complex; inparticular, they may be any statement in TELl'sextended first-order language, and (b) definitions may be given notonly byformal means (e.g. responses to system-generated menus) butalso bygiving an arbitrarily complex English paraphrase or a new word or phrase using language already known to the system. Some ofthe more complex aspects ofnatural language semantics dealt with by TELl are negation (not, non), numerical or logical quantification (e.g., at least 3, all), and various types of comparatives (larger than, atleast 3 more . . . than).
SampleInteractions with TEll. In the context ofthe relational database applications to which TELlwas first applied, the input -Roughly equal coverage ofsyntax -Greater-to-much-greater flexibility in the semantics it allows -Unparalleled customization facilities.
TEll: Current and Future Work. TELlhas been designed as a research prototype. Written in Common Lisp, with a modest use ofFlavors, it runs onthe Symbolics® family ofLisp machines, but should be adaptable to otherCommon Lisp-Flavors systems.
Some ofthe current limitations ofTELlthat should be addressed in the nearfuture are: -Sentences should be interpreted in the context ofprevious interactions with the system. This would allow pronouns or otherabbreviation devices, including input such as Wha t abou t Smith? -Atleastsome grammatical errors should be tolerated.
Presently, TELl offers spelling correction and some facilities that help a user to track down why aninput could notbe processed, butallows no grammatical deviance. -Facilities for spoken input and output are highly desirable. Inproviding for spoken output, it may be necessary to address nontrivial problems innatural language generation. Specifically, it will be necessary to produce a linear reading ofall or some ofwhat is now being presented in tabular form. Future work with TELl will address one or more oftheseissues.
Conclusion
It is impossible to do justice to such a rich and varied field as NLP in a single overview. For example, we have beenforced to omit discussion ofthe interdisciplinary aspects ofthe field. We have benefited from collaboration with researchers inphilosophy, psychology, and neural science, as well as linguistics. Within AI itself, natural language processing has enjoyed useful interaction with students ofplanning and reasoning, vision, logic programming, and expertsystems. In fact, perhaps the most exciting facets ofNLP research are the opportunities for interaction with many disciplines and for immersion ina wide variety ofapplications problems.
